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FOREIGN POLICY COMMUNITY OF INDONESIA Mayapada Tower 1 lantai 19 Unit 02, Jl. Jendral Sudirman Kav. 28 Jakarta Selatan 12920, email: [email protected]



MINUTES OF FPCI EVENT INDONESIAN FOREIGN POLICY: “REVIEW AND OUTLOOK 2017” Date Day Venue Sequence of Agenda



: 24 January 2017 : Tuesday : Auditorium Adhiyana, 2nd Floor, Wisma Antara : Opening remarks from the Master of Ceremony • • Opening remarks from the Moderator Dr. Dino Patti Djalal • Speech from Meidyatama Suryodiningrat • Speech from Philips J. Vermonte, Ph. D. • Speech from Dr. Dinna Wisnu • Speech from Dr. Dewi Fortuna Anwar • Question and Answer Session • Closing and Photo Session



Public Lecture I. Remarks from President Director of Antara, Meidyatama Suryodiningrat A. The topic of current foreign affairs has been the axiom of uncertainties 1. The world is in an unique state a) Growing belligerent Asian superpower b) America in recoil (1) Fear of the mongering new leader of the free world (2) Demise of the TPP c) Teetering economic stagnation d) Truculence in Manila e) New legal axis in the South China Sea f) The strategic ambiguity of the “One belt one road” (1) With the absence of a regional security architecture in East Asia and South East Asia B. Amongst uncertainties, Indonesia’s view remains unique 1. President Obama said in the eve of the US elections that “The Sun will rise in the morning”, the Sun has continued to rise in South East Asia, especially in Indonesia, no matter what happens in global shifts or whoever is president across the Pacific. a) Proximity helps define perspective (1) Geographically, Indonesia and furthest away from China (2) Indonesia has never been on the top of the list for major powers (3) By sheer size, Indonesia cannot possibly be ignored, but it cannot be treated ignorantly (a) The facts speak for themselves i) Fourth most populous country in world ii) Third largest democracy iii) Top 5 global producer of coal



(1) China’s largest supplier of coal iv) Top 10 of natural gas v) Dominant supplier of oil, with about 52% of the global supply vi) Cross roads for major maritime shipping vii) Extra points (1) Indonesia’s leadership in ASEAN (2) Membership in the G-20 (3) Keyroles in the East Asia Summit (4) Revival of the IORA 2. When President Jokowi was elected, we never considered Jokowi as a foreign policy president a) From the beginning he has made it clear that Foreign Policy is considered as a tool to achieve economic ends (1) Critics have said Foreign policy now seems valueless, with the President going abroad like a salesman (a) The president is continuing the rudimentary essence of Indonesian Independent and Active Foreign Policy i) We have always had clear idea of our limitations (1) Vivid view of the world around it ii) The vitality of Independence and Active lies in the fluid character in which it is practiced (1) Principles of Foreign Policy (a) “Executed in consequence with the situation and facts that is has to face” - Mohammad Hatta (b) Meaning nowadays, Indonesia continues to pursue constructive pragmatism i) Even more so under President Jokowi (1) Even inward looking in some aspects (2) Simple, pragmatic, in assuming national interest (3) Irrespective of external turmoils b) Does not mean that this administration will not engage with diplomacy for humanity (1) Conflicts in Palestine (2) Involvement of the Foreign Ministry in the issue of the Rakhine State c) Diplomatic measures are mostly taken in a constructive manner (1) “Undertaken without much noise” - Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi C. In conclusion there are 5 trends to chart the direction our Foreign Policy will take in 2017 1. Indonesia will continue to edge on the support of all major global powers a) Nothing new, as Indonesia cannot be close to one foreign power or too far from the other (1) Continue to reject policies of axis and containment b) Also seen in the patterns of Jokowi’s Bilateral Visit (1) Inclusive and practical in nature (2) Visits to India and to Australia by the end of the years also displays this strategic effort 2. Practical cooperation for development and investment a) To help drive regional economic initiatives



(1) Not simply driven by bilateral or multilateral cooperations (2) Urging a review of membership to over 230 international organizations (a) We need to see real benefits to the nation (3) Focusing more on G-20 rather than to APEC 3. Continuation of the global maritime nexus a) Launched in October 2014 b) There have been much misunderstanding hence a judgement of failure (1) Despite its grandiose, the initiative is designed as a domestic shift with international connotations (a) Not vice versa i) So that the country may never again turn its back on the sea (2) Security and diplomacy are part of the underlined policy efforts (a) Emphasis in on rekindling and managing maritime culture in the world’s largest archipelago (b) Thus the emphasis on infrastructure, sovereignty and development of maritime resources i) In March, we will be hosting the IORA Summit 4. Indonesia’s change of mindset towards the issue of Natuna a) The Foreign Minister has pointed out and continues to underline that Indonesia does not have overlapping claims with China (1) Our borders are very clear b) There has been a change of mindset between the Indonesian policy makers (1) From previously being in denial to now recognizing the problem (2) Throughout 2016 we have asserted ourselves on the claims of the Natuna Islands 5. The challenge of ASEAN itself a) The Foreign Minister in her year opening speech underlined that China is the cornerstone of Indonesian foreign policy (1) Has not changed, but there is a change when we walk into an ASEAN meeting (2) Previously we would expect a consensus, a joint declaration, a common position b) We should no longer expect any consensus within ASEAN itself (1) Yes it may be the driving force of regional cooperation (a) But it needs a lot of work (2) Indonesia should maintain ASEAN Unity II. Remarks from Dr. Dino Patti Djalal A. Indonesia’s Foreign Policy is summarized into three brackets 1. More a) Emphasis on economic deals b) Border negotiation c) IORA d) Push on MIKTA (Mexico, Indonesia, Korea, Turkey, and South Africa) e) Transactional f) Rohingyas g) Maritime domain h) Closer to China i) Trade deal with the European Union j) Diaspora



k) Piracy Issues l) Islands and border development 2. Same a) G-20 b) Palestine c) South China Sea d) Indonesian migrant worker e) Australia f) Singapore g) USA h) ASEAN 3. Less a) APEC (1) President Jokowi missed the last two APEC Summit b) Concept of Indo-Pacific Treaty c) Multilateralism d) Climate Issue e) Bali Democracy Forum (BDF) f) Geopolitics g) Peacekeeping Operations (PKO) h) Drugs execution issue i) Emerging powers j) ASEAN Economic Community k) Middle East B. What to expect in 2017? 1. President Jokowi has taken more interest in foreign affairs a) Rizal Sukma spoke many times during the first year in 2015, that it was difficult to convince President Jokowi to go to a G-20 meeting (1) He was asking, “What’s in it for Indonesia?” (2) These arguments are no longer present b) He’s more comfortable in international settings (1) He does not like to make big speeches (2) He know how to interact with foreign leaders c) Interest is optic and domestic rather than strategic d) No foreign policy advisor in the presidential palace (1) Only G-20 Country to do so e) Division of labour between the President and Vice President (1) The Vice President does multilateral meetings (2) And the President does bilateral meetings 2. Great opportunity now that we are sure that TPP will not live and that RCEP will be the game a) RCEP is painfully slow and not as ambitious (1) RCEP is the only game in town now (2) Indonesia can push RCEP to move faster (a) Iman Pambagyo who leads the negotiations at the Ministry of Trade i) can steer this to the right direction 3. ASEAN 50
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5.
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7.



a) Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi spoke at the beginning of the year’s press statement of the need to maintain ASEAN Unity and Centrality (1) Which is great, but something is missing (a) After 50 years ASEAN has not maintained grassroots ties i) Only 1% of Indonesians know what the ASEAN Economic Community is (1) Less than 5% in Malaysia do so (2) We need an ambitious campaign to socialize ASEAN and its Economic Community (a) We are the largest country in ASEAN i) But the fourth in terms of exporting to ASEAN markets (1) Singapore exports the most (2) Followed by Malaysia and Thailand Although we have done much to promote Free and Active Indonesian Foreign Policy, We are missing a big strategy (1) Bebas-Aktif (Free and Active) is not a strategy it is a principle b) The world today is uncertain and full of confusion and realignments (1) Relations between stakeholders will change (a) America-Russia (b) America-Europe (c) ASEAN-China (d) Among ASEAN (2) Which is why we need a big grand idea Geopolitics will be a great idea a) Potential great ideas with a maritime fulcrum b) I would ask and hope that the government would respond to China’s one road one belt plan (1) Why not have a more proactive view, saying that we agree, with terms and conditions More on middle power strategy a) In track one and a half dialogues (1) Officials have talked more with middle power strategy (a) Indonesia will more closely coordinate with middle powers i) Brazil, India, Korea, South Africa, Mexico (2) Policy options with a lot of potential More attention towards Islam in Foreign Policy a) A lot of domestic turmoil



(1) You will see our government being more proactive in engaging with Islam in foreign policy (2) Initiative of Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi with Rohingyas is a good move b) Expect to see more effort to embrace the factor of Islam in our Foreign Policy 8. Concern of Political Nationalism a) In 2014-2015 we warned the government of economic nationalism (1) Too nationalistic in a way that would hurt us, which exactly what had happened (a) President Jokowi has turned the policy by hiring Sri Mulyani i) Producing more international friendly economic policies b) We no longer see economic nationalism but more political nationalism



(1) Seeing political nationalism that would be a challenge (2) Xenophobic thoughts from the government should be countered by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs III. Remarks from the Director of CSIS, Philips J. Vermonte, Ph.D. A. We should address the elephant in the room 1. President Trump a) It was also interesting to see remarks from Dr. Dino when he mentioned that we have less attention towards APEC, Peacekeeping, the BDF, and it sounded like policies President Trump would have taken (1) That we will pay less attention towards peace and order across the globe, less attention towards multilateral meetings such as APEC, and less attention on democracy b) Watching the election and the inauguration speech of President Trump (1) Some people, before the inauguration, were still in disbelief to the state of a President Trump (2) Today we see that he will do exactly what he said during his campaigns (a) From now we have to rely to ourselves i) Since in the past the US has provided balancing powers to counter the rise of China (1) Resulting in a peaceful region c) The US will pay more attention to great power politics (1) Little attention will be given to middle and lower powers 2. What needs to be done by Indonesia and South-East Asia a) Tension between US and China will affect us (1) Due to the South China Sea (2) The statements conveyed by President Trump on Taiwan is worrying b) We have ASEAN (1) We are sort of disappointed in ASEAN (a) ASEAN needs to be revived i) Because the US will treat ASEAN not in our own right (1) Not on the fact that ASEAN is an important region (a) More the South China Sea (b) With the South China Sea gone, so will the US from ASEAN (b) We need to ask ourselves “Will ASEAN be relevant to take care of ourselves and to counter China?” and “Will Indonesia be relevant for ASEAN?” i) ASEAN is divided into two (1) Mainland (2) Maritime (a) Consisting of only Indonesia and the Philippines ii) Cooperation in ASEAN is more on the mainlands (1) Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, and etc. (2) The Mekong River Projects (a) The sphere of Chinese influence is felt more on mainland ASEAN (b) Not much is happening in the maritime ASEAN (3) Which is why it is important for us to push the maritime agenda (c) We are challenged as an institution, as our mechanism, as our principle i) We have been divided when it comes to China



ii) The 50th anniversary is good time to review ASEAN (1) There will be more political tensions, hence we have to act quicker (2) We are limited by our institutional arrangements (a) The principle of consensus (b) We have to remember that consensus does not necessarily mean unanimously (c) We have to review the ASEAN Charter and put the review on the ASEAN decision making procedure (d) ASEAN-X decision making procedure which is interpreted in economic deals could be implemented politically 3. What should be done in regard to China? a) We are living in a very interesting time when China is coming up as a major power (1) They are still militarily weak but economically strong (2) They will spread their power through economic influence (a) Hard to resist for developing countries b) Look at how they invest in Indonesia (1) It is state owned, done Government to Government (G2G) (a) Past investments with the US have been done Business to Business (B2B) instead of G2G i) B2B cooperation is more sustainable than G2G (1) B2B is done without strategic means or diplomatic means and is pragmatic c) We cannot get away from China, thus we have to eliminate internal racial tensions here in Indonesia (1) There are more Chinese tourists than any other (a) 10 million people from China come and go back to China with an image that Indonesians hate the Chinese i) This will hurt both parties (2) China may not be our main friends or our main investor (a) But it is the most liquid country in terms of investments and the closest one to us geographically i) Racist sentiments with impact on domestic politics can seep to our foreign policies too IV. Remarks from FPCI Associate and Co-Founder of the Paramadina School of Diplomacy, Dr. Dinna Wisnu A. We have to first talk of Indonesia’s National Interest 1. Peaceful and Stable Region 2. Democracy 3. Pluralism 4. Growing together with countries 5. Prosperity a) Not alone, but with social justice B. Raising four key points of 2017 1. Donald J. Trump is important in the short run across 2017 a) He is tearing apart norms, policies, and societal structures (1) Not only in the US, but throughout the world (a) Watch out for this



2. Luckily, the world is not defined by Donald Trump in the long run a) He will be perplexed by the chaos he has created (1) His style of leadership will not be sufficient to fulfill his campaign promises b) He will learn the hard way that he cannot not win, win, win 3. The world nowadays is in a much better place compared to the 1930s when the US last decided to do things alone a) We are much better in economy, skill, and network (1) Connectivity will safe the world’s economy b) The problem in 2017 is the political divisions (1) We will see more violence erupting in places 4. We, Indonesians, may actually benefit from Trump’s disruption in global politics in the short run a) Watch out and be ready to scold global leaders (1) If they disrupt national interest 5. Highlights a) Trump will do a lot in 2017 (1) He’s trying to put actions into his campaign promises as fast a possible (a) Getting all the support he can before he is being blocked by the Congress i) Before the mid-term election (2) Stunning things will happen in 2017 b) The world is not defined by Trump (1) He may neglect TPP (2) Build fences with Mexico (3) Break ties with NATO (a) But he cannot win over Asia i) We are not something to win over with (b) He still needs to deal with multilateral settings i) The UN will find its new beginnings with Trump ii) America will realize that with his desire to please the Jewish lobbyist will cost him radicalization (1) ISIS will be exacerbated by him moving the embassy to Jerusalem (4) In 2017, the US will be busy domestically (a) He will accelerate income from oil and coal in the shortest possible time i) He will start to realize that handling China alone will be too high of a cost ii) The trade deals between US and China is at its highest ever ( $590 Billion) (1) Is he really ready to break this off? c) China and other countries including Indonesia is actually in a much better place to tackle Trumpism (1) Due to connectivity (a) Physical infrastructure and people to people connection have been improved (b) There are also four large infrastructure projects i) One Belt One Road (China) (1) Linking China to furthest parts of Europe and Central Asia ii) Golden Quadrilateral (India)



iii) North-South Corridor (India, Russia, Iran, and Central Asian Countries) iv) Asghgabat Agreement (Central Asian) (1) Linking Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Oman, Central China, India, Pakistan (c) There will be no more courses of areas without hosts (d) We will no longer suffer from non-connectivity (e) We have to ensure that transactions are no longer done in USD as now transactions have actually being done with local currency d) Indonesia will benefit from Trump (1) Indonesia should start seriously diversifying its sources of economic growth (a) Through Infrastructure projects i) Current president will try to fix various domestic export challenges and to continue to be in cooperation with the US (2) Our challenges (a) We are not loud enough i) We tend to be very nice ii) Especially in a system where the foreign minister does not lead all efforts on foreign policy (1) This will inhibit us from proactively reacting in imminent crises (b) Indonesia’s state cannot control everything i) Things should not be done G2G but B2B (1) Also to improve people to people connections (c) In terms of economic deals we shouldn’t just be doing one time deals, but set sights for the long run (d) We should realize that ASEAN is actually a big asset instead of a liability i) Ensure that Indonesia remains to be one of the keyplayers of ASEAN V. Remarks from Foreign Policy Expert and Foreign Policy aid to the Vice President of the Republic of Indonesia, Dr. Dewi Fortuna Anwar A. Only speaker from the government (excluding Meidyatama Suryodiningrat) B. We have to understand President Joko Widodo tries to define himself as being different 1. Substantively or simply via style? a) He is not Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono (SBY) (1) SBY was a foreign policy president (2) SBY was a big idea man, backed with other big idea men (Hassan Wirajuda & Marty Natalegawa), which worked quite well except towards the end (a) It began to be quite a challenge towards the end, where the people began questioning “What’s in it for us?” (b) That’s what Jokowi is about, about saying “Indonesia First” i) Now it’s no longer feeding democracy or political assets (1) It’s taken a more economic perspective b) That is why foreign policy is now a lot more modest and people oriented (1) Puts Indonesia First (2) And certain ministers are assigned towards certain bilateral agreements (a) Coordinating Ministers for Singapore & Malaysia (b) US (c) Australia & EU (d) China (e) India



i)



This bilateral focus which also focuses on multilateral could not be carried out (1) Once you are president you realize you are responsible for other things, the President realized that he needs to care about foreign affairs c) Indonesia cannot escape from giving the world it’s attention to other issues besides those with economic interest (1) The government does so by the Nawacita (9 agendas of priority) (a) Migrant workers (b) Maritime fulcrum (c) etc. (2) Proven with the celebration of the 60th celebration of the Asian-African Conference (a) The Foreign Minister suggested the celebration to be limited i) Yet the President stated that it must be a celebration of the legacy (b) Behind Joko Widodo stands the figure of Soekarno although the man acts like Soeharto (c) The demands of the job, makes it rather impossible for us to be inactive C. Coming back to some of the “Less” as described by Dr. Dino Patti Djalal 1. Less PKO? a) No, we are on track with our previous agendas, for 2019 with 4 thousand peacekeepers deployed, things are being budgeted 2. Less BDF? a) Yes, in the beginning the president did not attend the BDF, but last year he did and we are opening the Tunisian Chapter, BDF will continue to be a major public diplomacy event 3. Finally about the president being not too interested in foreign affairs a) I think it’s quite good, it actually gives the Foreign Ministry the ability to do exactly what it is meant to do (1) Our system of Foreign Affairs is actually established enough to handle this (a) There are already institutions and laws in place for our foreign ministry (b) Despite the lack of big ideas i) Foreign Minister Retno is the right minister of foreign affairs for President Jokowi (1) Gets the job done quietly (a) She did Rakhine, Iran, Saudi Arabia behind closed doors ii) More quiet diplomacy that gets the job done 4. Yes, we do not have a clear response for certain issues, a) But in politics, no response is also a response (1) We are boxed into certain positions (a) We are more agile i) Indonesia is not a subordinate ii) We will be pragmatic D. How do we respond to big powers? 1. ASEAN is not very good in times of crises a) After the establishment of ASEAN in ’66-’67 everyone went back to business as usual



(1) It took Saigon, the Berlin Wall, and the establishments of the EU and NAFTA to get things running again 2. US & China a) With uncertainties on how things may progress (1) Will China be a good citizen and wait for the US to resume its position as the superpower? (2) Or will China take its place? b) Indonesia does not edge to any of the big powers, we will see how the dice rolls and we will utilize it the best way we can, we are pragmatics E. This is the classic form of Indonesian Foreign Policy 1. No big ideas, no clear statements, but we will be able to manage F. We will be able to meet the challenge VI. Discussion & Question and Answer A. Peacekeepers have not been a priority 1. We have moved out of the top ten countries to provide peacekeepers to approximately number 12 due to funding B. Right now due to domestic tumults I have some concerns regarding Dr. Dino’s statement that we need to embrace Islam more, how is that going to be influential? 1. Islam in foreign policy is being used to state that Indonesia is actually not a religion based country a) With our status as an observer in the OIC, we acknowledge that Islam is the largest religion in the country with the intention of making it clear that we uphold pluralism (1) Under President SBY and Megawati we have successfully portrayed that image that Islam and democracy can work together (2) Now, it’s hard to present the same notion (a) We have to work to ensure that we can go back to presenting the same image to the world b) Indonesia has to present an example of how Islam and democracy can work together 2. In the past, the actively driving foreign policy aspect was just Palestine, due to the veto by the Muslim constituents towards actions taken by Israeli settlements a) Otherwise there have been very little interest for Muslim constituents in foreign policy b) Now there have been more opportunities and responsibilities (1) OIC Summit, NAM Summit, The UN (a) They look up to us in terms of Islam and democracy (b) There is expectation that Indonesia will speak up for this matter i) The Vice President himself has been asked by the Chair of the OIC to speak up in sharp tones towards the Muslim Community (1) The Vice President is recognized as the chairman of the Islamic Community (a) Who says things is also important c) Internally we are in process of establishing an Indonesian Islamic University 3. After the demonstrations on 2/12 there have been dialogues in the palace on interfaith a) Such as projecting how Islam and Democracy can stand hand in hand by Pak Din Syamsuddin (1) Projecting how Muslims could do well in achieving SDGs



b) Malaysia and Saudi Arabia is undergoing a religious collaboration to replace radical dialogues 4. I would like to quote Mr. Adam Malik that “Indonesia did not opt for non-alignment, it was born non-aligned” a) Ideologically Indonesian Foreign Policy does not sway anywhere particularly left or right, particularly Islamic or other things. b) We need to continuously remind people that our issue with Palestine is not an issue of the fact that it’s an Islamic Country but because it’s an issue of human rights violations C. For the big organizing strategy mentioned by Dr. Dino, what are the indicators that there are no big organizing strategy and how do we start to develop this strategy? 1. I saw how the left leg and the right leg of the Ministry to Foreign Affairs did not talk to each other a) We will do omni-power edging, it would be a start (1) That Indonesia must be close to all major powers (a) It has to be accompanied by a grand strategy behind it D. Mr. Vermonte, Why should we focus more on B2B rather than G2G? 1. Indonesia needs to encourage more B2B because China is now the major investor for Indonesia but we have to recognize that we have different systems, with Indonesia as a democracy and China is not a) When dealing with other countries, democratic countries who share our principles, we know what to do and who to go to (1) We have some assurance that if something goes wrong we can always rely on the rule of law b) Are far as China is concerned, we have yet to learn how to deal with China (1) This is a problem faced by countries all over the world E. Current situations of global economy, what will be the biggest headlines and cause for debate in Indonesia in terms of G-20 investment and trade? 1. We have to remember that the G-20 is a loose grouping a) It has been used in the past few years to test new issues instead of utilizing the UN and to develop relationships that are much more intense relationships (1) We can even see countries such as Turkey doing a lot through G-20 to ensure that it has a presence beyond its own capabilities b) In terms of global investments and trade (1) There will be a grouping of friendships (a) We will see a lot of projects on infrastructure i) A lot on NATO and the US ii) The EU and UK needs to be realistic on how they can carry on (b) We will see lots of projects which uses manual workers i) Steel and infrastructure (c) We will also see faster growth i) From Central Asia and Africa c) In terms of RnD (Research and Development) (1) There will be immense growth on the subject (a) India, Russia, parts of China, Taipei are all demonstrating this i) We can see either very small business or very big business where things in between will be much too costly d) Health business will also flourish, due to global health problems many countries will try to invest in it



2. G-20 again I must reiterate is a very loose arrangement a) The aim of APEC and other multilateral agreements is to create trading regimes and mechanisms (1) Which takes too long b) G-20 is more about problem solving (1) What’s the problem? What’s the solution (a) Hence you can see how G-20 appeals to world leaders F. Aside from people to people connection and public diplomacy, what could be done to decrease the public’s sentiments towards the Chinese? 1. We need to increase people to people relations, send more people to China, get them to learn how things are done in China and vice versa. It takes two to tango. There have been an increased number of Indonesian students in China, it is still not enough for us to just do this. A thousand or three thousand students cannot represent a nation. Xi Jinping could wake up tomorrow morning and decide to give $10 Billion to Indonesia, because that’s how an authoritarian government works. With President Obama this will not be possible, because he has to deal with the Congress, that’s why the US is less competitive to the US in the region, because China could easily disperse money to the region. China is also changing, it is vulnerable as well. The transfer of power could also be very difficult in China. Xi Jinping may be powerful now, but we should also keep our eyes open. 2. The issues of these illegal Chinese migrant workers, we know that most of them are hoaxes, but we cannot ignore the fact that there are illegal migrant workers. a) The government should take according actions to prevent this and not simply put the blame on China (1) If we only choose the cheapest contract and apparently the contract comes with migrant workers then I think that we should reconsider how we negotiate these deals. 3. One of the factors that I encourage Indonesia to do is to start diversifying our source of information. Mainstream information focuses on the US and doesn’t give China justice. I find it increasingly difficult to rely to mainstream media in my studies. 4. I think there are two or three levels to address this issue comprehensively a) The public level (1) Where misconceptions come from the press (a) i.e. the 10 million workers, when in fact it is 10 million tourists (b) This is where the issue has most problems b) The track two-one-and-a-half and even government level (1) Wide and productive c) Summit (1) Our President has been most comfortable with the Chinese Premier (in speed dial terms) (a) Among world leaders (b) Our president may not have “worldly experience” or knowledge on foreign policy or even the experience of diplomats i) But he is very street smart, aware, and cunning (1) He is experienced in dealing with the Chinese (a) Speaking bluntly G. What is the current situation on the spreading of fake news towards the public, will the government create a national cyber agency to counter fake news? How will Antara itself partake in the fight against fake news?



1. Within the next two months there will be a presidential decree a) On the cyber agency based on the coordinating ministry for legal, political, and security affairs (1) This agency is the umbrella agency which heads all the other agencies (a) Such as the police and the military, etc. (2) Including certain leaders of other agencies and state owned companies b) The role of Antara is different from the state owned television and radio company, different from TVRI and RRI. TVRI and RRI is funded by state expenditure which means that it is under the command of the parliament, meanwhile Antara sits directly under the president. (1) Technically it is a state owned company (a) Directly under the palace (b) Helps the Presidential Staff in coordinating the news H. Australia is pushing for the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) without the US. It is open to China, Japan and the rest of the Asia Pacific Region to join, so what is the likelihood of Indonesia to join the TPP without the US, and what impact will that decision have on our country? 1. For the time being, TPP has been abolished by President Trump, before TPP was established, I would approach the question by analyzing what does it costs us to not join TPP? One thing for sure, our products would be 30% more expensive than the products of Vietnam for example which would be damaging for our country. I. I notice that you know this telephone call between President Trump and President Joko, you have an advantage here. President Obama lived sometime in Indonesia therefore he is a natural ally, President Trump also has close ties with Indonesia. He has friends, investments here. This is why Indonesia is needed more than ever before. You can present Islam and democracy to President Trump. You can present that Islam is much more than extremism, and you can maybe even prevent him from transferring the embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. For me, the key concept of Indonesian Foreign Policy is how to strike the balance, and this is a hard thing to do, to me President Jokowi is doing a great thing with this. President Jokowi has maintained ties with both President Obama and President Xi, and even with Japan. This constructive ambiguity creates balance, and if the government finds that its the right time to do so they can be part of the entire equation. I would like to ask, I know that as you have mentioned that some of ministers have been assigned to some countries, does this mean that every country is assigned to a special minister? Because we only coordinate with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and haven’t done so with the other ministries, especially with the Coordinating Ministers, are they the ones coordinating things? Are these ministers only assigned for strategic measures and not only daily affairs? We feel that this may be hard to operate in times of crises, I would like to suggest that standards should be applied to crises, where crises are graded in terms of its gravity, for example during a terrorism event the Ministry of Foreign Affairs takes actions and issues statements and such, also what is the role of Foreign Minister Retno here? 1. In terms of how certain countries are being designated with certain ministers, the President identified these certain countries for economic investments and not for political security. a) These countries were singled out specifically for economic issues, so they are not done only with countries but also with economies. b) The ministers assigned to these countries are supposed to be the go-to-person for any matters which would arise in our economic cooperation with them.



(1) This becomes a problem when there is a reshuffle. c) And the Minister of Foreign Affairs is the one coordinating efforts with a special envoy for Middle East countries. d) There are about 12 economies listed (1) Australia (2) China (3) India (4) Malaysia (5) Japan (6) Russia (7) Singapore (8) South Korea (9) United States (10) Taiwan (11) Hongkong (12) European Union
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